Pending Trades
Sport

Time

Selection

Market

Trade

Price

Stake

Cricket

8pm

Kevin Pietersen

Top England 1st Inns Bat

Back

5.00

0.5 units

Cricket

8.00pm England v West Indies

Draw

Back

3.65

2 units

Today’s Trades
Sport

Time

Selection

Market

Trade

Price

Stake

Cricket

8.00pm

England

Match Odds

Lay

1.30

3 units

Formula 1

10.00pm

Hamilton

Podium

Lay

1.90

2 units

Formula 1

10.00pm

Webber

Winner

Lay

2.62

1 units

Formula 1

10.00pm

Webber

Winner

Lay

After first lap

1 units

Motor Sport – Formula one Monaco Grand Prix
Time: 10.00pm AEST 2.00pm BST
Analyst: Tony
LAST
2011
2010
2009
2008
2007

5 MONACO GP Winners
- Sebastian Vettel
- Mark Webber
- Jenson Button
– Lewis Hamilton
- Fernando Alonso

We got the win on the lay of Hamilton yesterday and now we get to the winners market.
Webber won the race in 2010 and his team mate won it last year, and as has been proven,
the Red Bull car likes the tight twisting circuits and the McLaren likes the longer straighter
tracks. The Lotus was not as dominant as I thought and it was one of the more interesting
qualifying’s I have seen because the hotter the track got, the slower they went.
Ferrari and Alonso and Massa are still the dark horses for my money.
Tyres are really going to play a part here and Webber did less laps than anyone else (19) in
qualifying so he will have the freshest rubber. There is a concern that Rosberg may beat him
off the line (Schumacher drops 5 places) and lead after lap one.
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There is very little overtaking on this circuit so track position and pit stops will be vital. It
may come down to someone like Vettel adapting a two stop strategy to really launch them
up the field as there is no other real way of getting there on this track.
The safety car can also place a huge role.
Laying Webber @ 1.80 after the first lap should he be in the lead is the best play here but
anyone in Australia can’t really do that unless you are prepared to call Betfair and laying
Hamilton to finish on the podium is the next best. The McLaren pit stops have been a
disaster for the last few races and they are worth taking on here. You can do one of two
things here with Webber so I will suggest both. And I am laying Hamilton as advised.
Webber Option 1: Lay for 1 unit @ 2.62 pre-race or…….
Webber Option 2: Lay after first lap if still in the lead for 2 units
Lay Hamilton in Podium Finish market for 2 units @ 1.91
Cricket
Game:
England v West Indies Day Three
Venue:
Trent Bridge
Time:
11.00am BST 8.00pm AEST
Analyst: Tony
The West Indies ended up with 370 and England in reply are 259-2 with Strauss on 102 and
KP on 72. I expected a big showing from KP and he is delivering and I think it is safe to cancel
the lay bet because if Strauss is next out, KP should pass him although if KP passes Strauss
before either are out then maybe taking the 1.60 is smart. I will leave it to you to decide.
I am happy with our draw bet, despite it drifting to 4.9, I still favour that to be the result.
England are still 110 behind so that will take them to lunch to erase and then may be 200 in
front by the close, should they bat all day.
Then they will bat for at least two sessions tomorrow if they can and set West Indies about
450 with 4 sessions to play. The wicket is flat and with no clouds or humidity, the ball is
doing nothing so I am still strong on the draw.
I am very tempted to lay England at 1.32 as they have to do a lot to win this game yet and I
think I may as well because if we are to lose here, laying them at 1.3 will not do much
damage.
Ravi Rampaul, despite carrying the sort of excess baggage for which Ryanair would charge a
hefty surcharge, was the most challenging member of West Indies' attack, claiming both
England wickets and periodically finding more movement than any bowler in the match.
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But he will need some solid support to contain and remove this rampant England attack
which is scoring effortlessly.
I know this trade is a big risk and I remind you of what I said on day one. England have won
their last three Tests at the ground and by huge margins: 319 runs against India, 354 runs
against Pakistan, and an innings and nine runs against New Zealand.
But 1.32 is only a bit shorter than where they started at around 1.40 and there is a long way
to go for them to win this game.
Lay England for 3 units @ 1.32 and wait on an exit price in tomorrow’s mail.
Football
Analyst: Tony
England won in Norway but only 1-0 and we wanted 2-0 and 3-0 and after such an early
goal, I felt we were a chance of collecting. It wasn’t the first time England have let me down
and it won’t be the last.
I wanted to back ROI as well but being a friendly, I just wasn’t confident enough but as
usual, I wake up on a Sunday wishing I had.
If I was betting in the League two final I would back Crewe @ 2.56 but after being so wrong
in the Huddersfield game last night I will just wait for the Euro’s now.
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